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Three full-length thrillers from Dan Ames!THE KILLING LEAGUE: An FBI profiler discovers The

Killing League - a competition among active serial killers and soon learns that he and a woman

whose life he helped save...are the grand prize.THE RECRUITER: Samuel Ackerman drops out of

Navy's Hell Week and fails to achieve his lifelong dream: to be a Navy SEAL. He must return to his

small hometown and be a successful recruiter to get another chance at his dream. He's looking for a

few good recruits....and he won't take no for an answer.KILLING THE RAT: A Mafia lowlife robs the

head of the Detroit Mob and before entering the FBI's witness protection program, decides to

celebrate with plenty of booze, an expensive hotel room and a high-priced call girl. When a hitman

tracks them down, the bullets start flying, people die, and the money disappears.
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The first book is about a serial killer who invites other serial killers to enter a "contest" where they

are to kill a target designated by the killer who organized the contest. The organizer has all kinds of

information about the other killers which seems unlikely. If you want to read about one murder after

after another you may like this. When I realized the second book was also about serial killers with



little character development about the those who were trying to identify the killers I quit. I'll read

books about serial killers if there is a lot about the investigators' life. I am not interested in books

where you spend a lot of time in the killers mind or the torture of the victims is described in detail.

The part of this series I read never slowed down enough for that kind of detail

The first two stories were good, solid mystery/killing tales. The third, Killing the Rat" was superb.

Lots of bloody intrigue ; gangsters against the good guys, good guys against other good guys. Wow

.. surprise ending. Great writing. Super story!!

These stories were outstanding because they had many clever twists and turns. It takes a very

strange mind to develop plots like these. Thank goodness Mr. Ames has a strange mind because

he kept me entertained hour after hour. I would recommend this trilogy for mystery lovers that like to

guess what is going to happen on the next page, but enjoy being wrong.

Listen; If you don't want to get inside the mind of a killer; to experience their motivations and thought

processes; if you don't like losing sleep because you can't put it down, then turn away now. This is a

great read and is thoroughly enjoyable. I was left thinking about the story long after I'd turned the

last page.

All three of these books are very well written and will keep you in suspense. Lots of twists and turns

in the plots and I found it hard to put the book(s) down. I think most people would enjoy reading all

three of these books, as I did.

I have read all three of these books and they are fantastic. Each one is a unique fast pace thrill ride.

I was reading The Killing League while on vacation and it stopped me from going fishing!!!! Not

much can stop me from going fishing but Dani Amore can!!!!!

What a great series! Each story is a stand alone book and each book is absolutely mind blowing.

How the characters in each of the stories wind together is fascinating and well crafted. Page turning

thrillers that will not disappoint you! I read these three books as fast as I could trying to determine

how all the characters played together. Excellent if you like thrillers!

I only read 3 star reviews as the 4 and 5 ones are usually not worth reading, just a lot of hype. Dam



Ames is a wonderful story teller. I red thru the set quickly and enjoyed them. They held my attention

most of the time. That says a lot coming from me. The 6 stars are for the author. Thank you for your

writings.
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